End to end journey analysis

The container freight end-to-end journey: Analysis of freight through UK international gateways (5 Mb)

This analysis illustrates the end-to-end journey of container freight from origin to destination through UK international networks. The report lays out some of the qualitative and quantitative data collected by the Department for Transport and its strategic partners.

Published: 22 December 2008

Roll-on roll-off freight end-to-end journey: An analysis of freight through the UK Int gateways (2 Mb)

This analysis illustrates the end-to-end journey of roll-on roll-off freight from origin to destination through UK international networks. The report lays out some of the qualitative and quantitative data collected by the Department for Transport and its strategic partners.

Published: 22 December 2008

Improving the Air Passenger Experience â An analysis of end-to-end journeys with a focus on Heathrow (2 Mb)

This information pack lays out some of the quantitative and qualitative data currently collected by Department for Transport (DfT) and our strategic partners to give a picture of what the end-to-end journey experience looks like for passengers using Heathrow, the UKâs largest airport.

Published: 21 November 2007
Improving air passenger experience: An analysis of end-to-end journeys focusing on Luton Airport (3 Mb)

Building upon the analysis of Heathrow, published in November 2007, this analysis uses the same format to illustrate the end-to-end passenger experience through London Luton airport. The report lays out some of the qualitative and quantitative data collected by the Department of Transport.

Published:
08 September 2008

Improving air passenger experience: Analysis of end-to-end journeys focusing on Manchester Airport (4 Mb)

Building upon the analysis of Heathrow, published in November 2007, this analysis uses the same format to illustrate the end-to-end passenger experience through Manchester airport. The report lays out some of the qualitative and quantitative data collected by the Department of Transport.

Published:
08 September 2008

Improving air passenger experience: An analysis of end-to-end journeys focusing on Stansted Airport (2 Mb)

Building upon the analysis of Heathrow, published in November 2007, this analysis uses the same format to illustrate the end-to-end passenger experience through London Stansted airport. The report lays out some of the qualitative and quantitative data collected by the Department of Transport.

Published:
08 September 2008

The logistics perspective: End-to-end journey case studies (HTML version)

Published in July 2008, the case studies plot six end-to-end journeys that reflect the complexity and diversity of freight and logistics transport chains. They are designed to be informative and to reflect the Eddington principle of understanding transport in terms of the whole journey rather than a specific mode, gateway or network. Included is an introduction explaining the objective and structure of the studies, key findings and next steps. It is part of the DfT's ongoing TaSTS process.
The logistics perspective: End-to-end journey case studies (210 kb)

PDF version of the end-to-end journey case studies introduction explaining the objective and structure of the studies, key findings and next steps. It is part of the DfTâs ongoing TaSTS process.

Published:
17 July 2008